The three second consultation
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There are many different models of the medical consultation. Most doctors nowadays will have learned one or more of these at medical school, or later on in their specialty training. The models largely depend on the idea that every consultation has, or should have, a regular pattern involving certain standard sections, each of these lasting several minutes. They generally propose what one might call a "symphonic" structure to the consultation. They see conversations between doctors and patients as meetings that need some kind of pre-determined shape. They regard the doctor as the conductor of the symphony, if not the sole composer.

Thus, for example, one very influential model proposes that every consultation should consist of five parts: initiating the session, gathering information, examination, explanation and planning, and closing the session.1 Another popular authority on the consultation suggests that doctors should generally follow a routine of "connecting, summarising, handing over, safety netting and housekeeping".2 Other leading teachers offer a variety of names for different parts of the consultation and some models are more ornate than others, but broadly speaking they all share two assumptions: the consultation needs to have a standard structure, and the doctor needs to be in control of it.

TRUE DIALOGUE

In some ways, all these consultation models are quite enlightened and patient centred. They are certainly an advance on the traditional "clerking" of patients involving a ritual series of questions followed by a full physical examination. They also challenge the idea that patients are simply there to report their symptoms, shut up, and then listen to what their doctors have to say. Yet in other ways the models are problematical. They close off the possibility that each consultation might have infinite possibilities of improvisation. They ignore the principle that true dialogue means that both parties play an equal part in determining its direction: the best conversations, whether social or professional, are unconstrained by any prior expectations of where they "ought" to go. In linguistic terms, the models are based on a naive assumption: that the only reason we converse is to state facts, rather than to explore meaning, stake out positions, form relationships or try to evoke a particular response.

One approach that challenges this assumption is based on narrative medicine.3 This approach entirely rejects the idea of having a prior set of guidelines for the consultation. Instead, it works on the principle that doctor and patient are co-authors in constructing an agreed story about what has happened, what its significance is, and what if anything needs to be done. At the heart of this model is the idea that humans are innately storytelling creatures: we need conversations with others in order to develop these stories, adapt them to fit our changing experiences, and achieve agreement with others about action. This view of the medical encounter is radical, but we can take it even further. What would happen if we looked at the medical consultation as a fluid encounter, where the final story is determined by the ebb and flow of every single action or utterance made by doctor and patient, and by the interplay between them?

OBSERVING CONSULTATIONS

To explore this idea, I recently studied a video recording of some consultations, together with two colleagues. As we started to observe the first consultation, we found ourselves drawn into some tiny details of the doctor's behaviour: the way she welcomed the patient into the room, and then allowed him a moment's silence to compose himself. We replayed the opening section again and again, discussing how well she had set the scene for the encounter. We looked at each of the details of movement, gesture, and facial expression. In fact, we spent over an hour reviewing the first three seconds of the recording—and we hadn't even reached the medical consultation as a fluid encounter.

The notion of the "three second consultation" could change the focus of our attention from the big picture to the little one. It would remind us that getting the diagnosis right can often depend on paying attention to the smallest details of what patients say and do—not just because this is good scientific medicine, but because it encourages them to speak more freely. Such a notion would not, of course, exclude doctors thinking about their own needs as well as those of the patient. Some three second episodes, for example, might need to address the doctor's need to ask for information in order make an accurate diagnosis, or to bring the consultation to a close because of time pressure. Yet at the same time, a reorientation towards these three second moments and their importance would introduce an entirely new and different and more delicate aesthetic into the consultation.

The idea of the "three second consultation" sits well alongside narrative medicine, and adds to it. It could lead us to practise more careful and active listening, and to be more responsive and precise in what we say ourselves. It could help doctors to see their consultations with patients as continuous acts of creation, no more and no less.
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